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ABSTRACT We present results from composite plasmonic nanostructures designed to achieve the cascaded enhancement of
electromagnetic fields at optical frequencies. Our structures comprise a small metallic nanodisc suspended above a larger disk. We
probe the optical properties of these structures by coating them with a layer of a visible-light fluorophore and observing fluorescence
signals with the help of scanning confocal microscopy. A 43 ( 5-fold increase in the far-field fluorescence signal has been observed
for two-tier composite nanostructures, when compared to the signal obtained from individual nanodiscs. Our results offer the prospect
of using such nanostructures for field concentration, optical manipulation of nanoobjects, chemical and biological sensing.
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S

trong enhancements of electromagnetic fields are
essential in nonlinear optics1,2 photochemistry and
biophysics3-5 and light-matter interactions.6,7 Metallic
nanoparticles allow one to achieve a high value of field
enhancement through the excitation of localized surface
plasmons.1,2,8-18 Strong near-fields promise exciting applications in different areas of science and technology, for
example, Raman or fluorescence studies with single molecule sensitivity.16-18 The field strength can be increased
even further in particle conglomerates, such as fractals,9
particle dimers10,11 and aggregates,12 which can be effectively used for manipulation of nano-objects13,14 and
chemical and biological sensing.
There are two types of nanostructured materials that have
been pursued recently for optical field enhancement. One
involves regular, well-defined single nanostructures, for
example, optical antennas.1,10,11,15 Large field-enhancements have been demonstrated for nanoantennas by measuring nonlinear photon conversion from electrons inside
the metal or dilute plasma outside.1,10,11,15 It remains to be
seen if such structures (mostly working in the infrared) could
be successfully applied for practical Raman and fluorescence
measurements in the visible; for recent progress see review.16 The other structural type is based on more complex
nanostructures, typically aggregates of nanoparticles formed
by chemical synthesis. Such structures have been the focus
of a number of reports on strongly enhanced Raman scattering17 or fluorescence18 where the enhancement is often
attributed to some “hot” nanoparticles (or rough substrate).
The sensitivities demonstrated in these works have the
potential to revolutionize biosensing if one could find a way

to manufacture hot particles reproducibly. Here we present
results that provide a bridge between these two approaches.
We demonstrate regular, electron-beam lithography (ebl)
synthesized two-tier plasmonic nanostructures that show
robust and reproducible large enhancements of far-field
fluorescence measured using visible-light fluorescent agents.
Our nanostructures are comprised of two coaxial gold
discs of different diameter stacked one on top of the other
and separated by a dielectric spacer. Two different designs
were explored, both being made by electron-beam lithography. The first design features a larger metallic disk of
diameter D with a cylindrical hole of diameter d filled with a
dielectric column produced by overexposed poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) e-beam resist with a smaller metallic
disk also of diameter d placed at the top of the column. A
schematic and a scanning electron micrograph of a nanostructure of this design are shown in Figure 1a. We refer to
this structure as a tower-type structure (TS). The fabrication
of a structure of analogous geometry and their reflection
spectra arising in the configuration of attenuated total
reflectance have been discussed in ref 19. The second
structure is topologically simpler, the large metallic disk with
a hole is replaced by a solid disk; see Figure 1b. We refer to
it as a pagoda-type structure (PS). Details of the fabrication
of both structures are included in the Supporting Information. The smaller gold nanoparticle diameter d and the larger
gold disk diameter D were varied in the submicrometer
range.
To probe the field enhancement afforded by these structures, we coated them with a layer of a fluorescent dye,
oxazine 1 perchlorate, randomly dispersed in a neutral
polymer host, PMMA; see Figure 1a,b bottom panels. We
excited the dye using a confocal laser arrangement with a
laser (633 nm) and collected fluorescence in the 650-800
nm band. We showed experimentally in ref 20 that the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of composite nanostructures. (a) The tower-type structure. Top, SEM image; middle, schematic of TS; bottom, cross
section of the structure with deposited dye. (b) The pagoda-type structure. Top, SEM image; middle, schematic of PS; bottom, cross-section
of the structure with deposited dye.

fluorescence enhancement from simple gold nanostructures
for this particular combination of dye and excitation wavelength is not affected by emission processes and can be
attributed to the local enhancement of the electromagnetic
field. (The possible effect of a change in the nonradiative
decay rate for the composite nanostructures studied here is
estimated in the Supporting Information where it is shown
that any such effects should introduce an error of no more
than ∼20% in the calculated enhancements.) By comparing
the fluorescence from the coaxial gold disk structures to that
acquired from regions of the sample far from the metallic
nanostructures, the field enhancement can be evaluated; see
the detailed discussion in the Supporting Information.
Figure 2 demonstrates the main result of our report. For
tower structures, fluorescence data from the small gold discs
(d ≈ 100 nm) on their own show a modest 1.5-fold far-field
fluorescence enhancement above the background level
(Figure 2a, left) in agreement with previous work.20 The large
gold discs D ≈ 600 nm with the central hole d ≈ 100 nm
show some quenching of fluorescence near the center of the
disk (Figure 2a, middle). This quenching is to be expected
since the absence of a spacer layer over the metal means
© 2010 American Chemical Society

that much of the excitation from the dye layer is deactivated
via the direct transfer of energy to the metal.21,22 Remarkably, the two-tier tower structures show dramatic enhancement of the far-field peak fluorescence signal, 23-fold above
the background (see Figure 2a right, which shows the farfield fluorescence signal normalized to the background
level). Once normalized, the signal from the small disk on
its own provides the peak value of the far-field fluorescence
signal of about 0.5 above background. This implies that
tower structures contribute to the far-field fluorescence
signal (at its peak) about 46 times more than the small disk
on its own. Supporting Information demonstrates that this
factor (×46) represents a rough estimate for the ratio of the
local fluorescence intensities above the small disk in the
presence and in the absence of the second disk (cascade) of
the tower structure. We refer to this enhancement factor as
GCASC (eqs 2, 9, and 13-15 of the Supporting Information).
For pagoda structures the small discs also show a modest
far-field fluorescence enhancement (Figure 2b, left) (slightly
different from that obtained from the tower structures owing
to the presence of a spacer layer between the chrome and
the small disk). In contrast to the large disk of the tower
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enhancement than tower structures, we include results from
them here since pagoda structures have a simpler geometry
and are easier to fabricate. Potentially, for thinner dielectric
spacer layers, pagoda structures could yield a fluorescence
enhancement comparable with tower structures, provided
a fabrication problem (pinholes in the spacer layer) can be
solved (see Supporting Information). It is worth noting that
a two-tier structure for which the small disk is deposited
directly on the top of the larger one (no spacer layer) showed
no fluorescence enhancement over that obtained from the
large disk on its own (data not shown).
To check the resonance properties of our structures we
fabricated a set of tower structures where the sizes of both
of the elements were varied. From the far-field fluorescence
measured from these tower structures we extracted the
coefficient of the enhancement ratio GCASC. This coefficient
measures the extent to which the field intensity above the
small (top) disk is further enhanced by the presence of the
larger (bottom) disk, see the detailed description in Supporting Information. As we will see below, we also made use of
two other intensity enhancement factors, GS and GNS. The
physical meaning of the intensity enhancements and enhancement ratios is as follows: GS is a measure of the
enhancement of the local field intensity near a single small
disk; GCASC indicates by how much this field above the small
disk is further enhanced due to the presence of the large disk
on its own; and GNS gives the overall intensity enhancement
above the small disk for the composite nanostructure. The
three enhancement factors are related as follows: GNS )
GSGCASC. The procedures for the extraction of the enhancement ratios from measured far-field fluorescence data are
given in the Supporting Information.
Figure 3a depicts GCASC as a function of the size of the two
particles (the ordinate is the size of smaller top particle while
the coordinate shows the size of the bottom disk; the results
are averages over data obtained from 50 nanostructures).
Figure 3 reveals that there exist optimum values of d and D
for the two cascades that yield the maximal value of GCASC,
d ≈ 110 nm (Figure 3b) and D ≈ 590 nm (Figure 3c). (Tower
structures with these parameters also generated the largest
far-field fluorescence signal.) The optimal size of the top
particle of diameter of 110 nm corresponds to a disk that
has its lowest order localized plasmon resonance mode at
∼650 nm; see ref 20. Interestingly, the enhancement ratio
GCASC shows a much stronger dependence on the size of the
bottom disk with the optimum size being close to the size
of the first Fresnel zone DFr ≈ 590 nm, as described in
Supporting Information. This implies that the observed field
enhancement might be influenced by both propagating(intermediate) and near-fields although it could also be
connected with the presence of the plasmonic modes of
higher order in the larger bottom ring.23 The dependency
of GCASC on the diameters of both discs shows that the
composite structure needs to be tuned into resonance with
the incident wave. It is worth noting that a lower disk of very

FIGURE 2. Far-field fluorescence signal from the nanostructures. (a)
The tower-type structure. (b) The pagoda-type structure. The three
panels show: left, far-field fluorescence signals from just the small
disk on its own; middle, from the large disk on its own; and right,
from the composite structure. The fluorescent signals are normalized
to the background level. The sizes for TS are d ) 110 nm, D ) 590
nm, and for PS d ) 100 nm, D ) 600 nm. The top insets are scanning
electron micrographs of the structures, the bottom insets show the
fluorescence images, and dotted lines indicate line-scans for the
graphs.

structures, the large disk of the pagoda structures shows a
fluorescence enhancement since the 100 nm thick dielectric
spacer-layer prevents quenching of the dye molecules (also,
the dye is closer to the antinode of the standing wave
produced by reflection from the large disk). Again, the twotier pagoda structures show significantly enhanced peak
values of the far-field fluorescence signal, 3.7 times larger
than the background signal. This implies that pagoda structures contribute to the fluorescence signal (at its peak) about
5.4 times more than the small disk on its own. Although
pagoda structures show smaller values of the fluorescence
© 2010 American Chemical Society
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FIGURE 3. The enhancement of fluorescence. (a) The enhancement ratio of the field intensity, GCASC, for TS as a function of the diameters of
both the upper (smaller), d, and lower (larger) discs, D. (b) The dependence of GCASC on D at the optimal value of d ) 110 nm. (c) The dependence
of GCASC on d at the optimal value of D ) 590 nm. (d) Three-dimensional plots of the fluorescence signal of an array of small discs (left), large
discs (middle), and TS (right) with corresponding SEM micrographs below. Note that the signals from the small discs and large disk are multiplied
by a factor of 10.

large size for tower structures, which approximates to an
infinite plane layer of gold gave an enhancement ratio that
was less than that of the peak enhancement by ∼30% for
the optimum size of the top nanoparticle d ≈ 110 nm. Figure
3d provides a visual comparison of the fluorescence images
obtained from small discs, large discs and tower structures.
These data provide a very visual illustration of the enhancement afforded by the tower structures, especially when one
notes the 10× magnification that has been applied to the
data from the small and large discs (left and middle panels).
Now we turn to a quantitative description of the far-field
fluorescence in our structures (see also Supporting Information). The Gaussian waist of the laser beam focused on a
sample, w, was limited by the numerical aperture of the lens
NA ) 1.4 (w > λ/(π·NA) ∼ 140 nm; this is the radius at which
the field amplitude falls by 1/e). Because of the arrangement
of the microscope optics, the actual value of w is larger and
is quoted by the manufacturer to be w ≈ 200 nm. To
determine the degree of the field enhancement in an instrument-independent way we followed a procedure given
elsewhere.20 We integrated the measured fluorescence over
a circular area centered on a structure (Supporting Informa© 2010 American Chemical Society

tion, Figure S2). The measurements were normalized against
similar integrated measurements conducted over a background region, away from the presence of metallic nanostructures. These data (Supporting Information, Figure S2)
have been used to determine the coefficient GS showing the
effective enhancement of the local field intensity in the
vicinity of the small disk on its own, and the enhancement
factor GCASC. The parameter of particular interest here is the
ratio of the effective intensity enhancement due to the
nanostructure versus background, GNS, which is the product
of the enhancement due to the small disk and the extra boost
this receives because of our two-tier cascade; GNS ) GSGCASC;
see Figure S3. For tower structures, an enhancement factor,
GNS, of 900 ( 50 was calculated from the experimental data
(Supporting Information, Figure S2) using a top-hat approximation of the spatial distribution of the field. This
enhancement is a result of a 30-fold enhancement associated with the small disk only, GS. A further factor of 30 arises
because of the presence of the large disk, GCASC (these data
are derived from experiment). The field amplitude enhancement for the best two-tier structure was therefore (GNS)1/2 ∼
30 and was due to the 5-6 × field amplitude enhancement
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FIGURE 4. Finite element modeling of optical properties of nanostructures. (a) Calculated intensity of electromagnetic field near TS illuminated
by a converging Gaussian beam (w ) 200 nm). (b) Schematics of the calculations of the fluorescence signal observed in confocal microscope.
(c) Fluorescent signal normalized over the background level calculated for TS with HFSS, compare with Figure 2. (d) Intensity enhancement
ratio extracted from the measured fluorescence signals (Experiment) and calculated with HFSS (Model).

by a upper disk and another factor of 5-6 induced by the
presence of the lower disk. These figures represent rough
estimates obtained using the top-hat approximation; for
further details see the Supporting Information. A higher level
of field enhancement might be possible as we have calculated GCASC ≈ 43 ( 5 from the peak values of the fluorescence
signal (procedure B in Supporting Information), compared
with GCASC ≈ 30 from integrating the fluorescence signal
(procedure A in Supporting Information).
As a check on our measurements of the cascaded field
enhancement, we performed finite-element modeling. We
used a commercial package (HFSS ver. 11) to map the 3D
field distribution produced by the structures in response to
an incident field. Material constants at the required wavelength (633 nm) were measured using spectroscopic ellipsometry.24 We assumed the incident beam had a Gaussian
profile with the same width parameter as in the experiment.
Figure 4a shows an example of the field profile over a vertical
slice taken through a tower structure. These data show that
the strongest fields are associated with the small particle,
more specifically with the region between the smaller and
© 2010 American Chemical Society

larger particle for the combined two-tier structures. Using
the 3D field maps, we obtained integrated fluorescence
intensity data in a manner similar to those obtained from
experiment (such data are also shown in Figure S2 and S3,
Supporting Information). To mimic the scanning confocal
experiment, the incident beam was centered on 5 points in
the plane containing the upper disk, and the integrated
fluorescence between these points was interpolated linearly;
see Figure 4b,c. These calculated data were used to extract
the far-field fluorescence signal and the total intensity
enhancement of the structures (Figure 4d). The calculated
data agree qualitatively with the experiments. A quantitative
comparison of experimental data with the theory requires
a thorough analysis of dye decay rates and hence dye
quantum efficiency in the vicinity of studied nanostructures,18,22,25-27 an analysis that goes beyond the scope
of this report. The assumption of fixed quantum efficiency
may lead to a change in the value of the field enhancement
we calculate; however, in the Supporting Information we
show that ignoring this aspect is unlikely to introduce an
error of more than 20%.
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(5)
(6)

In summary, we have fabricated two-tier plasmonic
nanostructures that exhibit reproducible and large electromagnetic field enhancements that can be successfully used
for fluorescence studies in the visible part of the spectrum.
We have further shown that the field enhancement is of
resonant character. Finite-element modeling provides broad
support for the experimental findings. The total local field
enhancement for our best composite nanostructures was
evaluated using a top-hat approximation as (GNS)1/2 ∼ 30 times.
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